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Drug design is a complex and challenging data-driven process. Its success and efficiency largely 
depend on the speed and quality of methodologies applied to analyze experimental results to inform 
future decisions in projects. In this context, chemical space (an abstract space with compounds as its 
core components) proves invaluable for analyzing structural and property information associated with 
small molecules already explored in projects or available for future explorations.  

 
This is an outline of Eli Lilly's applications of Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM)1 in various 

drug discovery tasks associated with chemical space visualizations and analysis. GTM’s 
polyfunctionality2 extends beyond mere visualization of the similarity relationships in the chemical space 
by combining chemical space maps with physicochemical and biological property analysis, structure-
activity relationships (SAR) visualization, compound collection comparisons, library designs and 
analogues search.  

 
The diverse functionality of GTM, coupled with frequently used descriptive statistics such as property 

distribution histograms and Tanimoto distance analysis, offer valuable insights to inform medicinal 
chemists' decisions across multiple aspects of early stages of drug discovery. This includes: i) assessing 
project trajectories by visualizing and evaluating chemical space exploration in projects; ii) strategizing 
future screening approaches through the analysis and comparison of available and previously explored 
chemical matter; iii) guiding library design as per desired chemical space specifications, and iv) 
enhancing internal collections by selecting libraries for purchase and cherry-picking compounds from 
commercially available sources or virtual collections. 
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